OEM XRF Solutions

**OEM applications**

- Detectors with Preamplifier and Heat Sink
- X-ray Tubes
- Power Supplies
- Digital Pulse Processors and MCA
- Display and Control Software
- API for Windows and Windows CE

**Hand-held applications**

- SDD or Si-PIN X-Ray Detectors

122 eV FWHM

SDD

Hand-held Instruments

Table-top Instruments

- Display and Control Software and API for Windows and Windows CE
- Detector with Preamplifier and Heat Sink
- Digital Pulse Processor and MCA
- Power Supplies
- X-ray Tube

Low Price
Easy to Use

OEM’s #1 Choice

www.amptek.com
Depending on your company's capability in both hardware and software for XRF systems, there are several choices for detectors and electronics. A complete system consists of a detector, preamplifier, digital processor, and power supply.